
AP Statistics  Summer Work 2019 
 

 Welcome to AP Statistics!  This may well be the most important course you take at NHS in developing 
your view of the world that surrounds you.  Not a day passes that you do not hear someone discussing a survey 
or the results of a recent poll.  Perhaps you hear about a controversial conclusion drawn from a recent scientific 
study or economic forecast.  By the conclusion of this course, you will understand the language and nuances of 
the statistics used throughout daily life.  Our summer work will focus on sharpening what you have already 
learned about statistics in your previous math classes.  We will review material and master how to explore, 
evaluate and present data.  You will recognize many of the concepts:  mean, median, boxplots, stemplots, etc.  
 The summer work for this course is from our current textbook, The Practice of Statistics, Edition 5, by 
Starnes, Yates, and Moore, as well as from the notes template that are provided online (my website:  
heather.delcore@norwellschools.org- Summer Work Information and Notes Templates Page). You will need to 
check out a hardcopy of the book from me before you leave for the summer.  Reading for understanding is 
an integral part of AP Statistics, as is writing your conclusions in context.  The summer work package requires 
not only a significant amount of reading, but also an opportunity to summarize and organize the key points from 
your reading when using the notes templates.  The notes templates need to be filled out thoroughly.  Please read 
all of the pages assigned!  The concepts you are reviewing will be reinforced through the use of activities and 
quizzes.  The summer work is divided into five sections, with completed notes and assignments worth specific 
point values: 
	
Section I:  Overview 
p Read Overview- Introduction:  Overview and Data Analysis Introduction  (ps. xxi-xxiii, 1-6)	
p Complete Section 1.0 Notes Template:  Online document that you need to print out and fill in	
p Complete associated problems #4, 6, 7, 8.	
 
Section II:  Analyzing Categorical Data 
p Read 1.1:  Analyzing Categorical Data  (ps. 7-20) 
p Complete Section 1.1 Notes Template:  Online document that you need to print out and fill in 
p Complete associated problems #16-18, 20, 22. 
 
Section III:  Displaying Quantitative Data with Graphs 
p Read 1.2:  Displaying Quantitative Data with Graphs  (ps. 25-40) 
p Complete Section 1.2 Notes Template:  Online document that you need to print out and fill in 
p Complete associated problems #37, 39, 43, 44, 46, 49, 51, 59, 60, 70, 73, 74. 
 
Section IV:  Describing Quantitative Data with Numbers 
p Read 1.3:  Describing Quantitative Data with Numbers (ps. 48-68) 
p Complete Section 1.3 Notes Template:  Online document that you need to print out and fill in 
p Complete associated problems: #84, 86, 88, 95, 97, 99, 107, 110. 
p Complete Chapter Review problems: #R1.1-R1.10. 
 
Section V:  Real World Example – Extra Credit 
p Find an example of statistics being used in the world around you.  It could be a newspaper article, 
magazine article, reliable webpage, podcast, etc.  Write a short paragraph describing the statistic and how 
effectively it was used to convey information. 
 
p Create a College Board Account- This is needed to register for the AP Statistics course in August.  
Directions will be sent in an email by Ms. Greene. 
 
I sincerely look forward to working with each of you next year.  Don’t hesitate to contact me with any 
questions. Have a fantastic summer!  Mrs. DelCore 


